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* Only available in Switzerland
** Not available in Switzerland

Ask for your personal solution

Visit www.ccontrols.ch for company
overview or www.hteurep.com for local

office contact details.

Sourcing of Electronic Components

Our professional sourcing
capabilities and strict
quality control ensure
rapid turnaround at
highest quality levels.

Leasing: utilization of capital goods
without capital commitment.

The idea of ‚use‘ rather than
‚ownership‘ becomes more
important for many.

An industry leader in Embedded
computing, building application

focused, intelligent embedded devices.

A highly specialized world's leading
reference in the embedded
electronics segment.

A leading global provider of embedded
computing solutions based on open
standards such as ATCA®, VMEbus™,
PCI Express and computer-on-module.

CATIA is the World's Leading Solution for Product
Design and Experience. It is used by leading

organizations in multiple industries to develop the
products we see and use in everyday lives. **

The 3DEXPERIENCE company. A world leader in
3D PLM software. Main brands: CATIA for design;
ENOVIA for collaboration & data management;
SIMULIA for virtual simulation and analysis;
DELMIA for digital manufacturing. **

Tools for embedded C/C++ software
development on any ARM-based SoC,
featuring editor, compilers, debugger

and system profiler.

A world leader in development tools,
compilers, components and
software applications

TASKING products are the tools of choice
for embedded software development across a

diverse range of industries. **

A leading supplier of innovative and 
reliable tools for embedded engineers. **

A world leader in developing and creating
electronic design tools that help electronics
designers harness the latest devices and

technologies and create intelligent designs. **

Display devices for technology.
LCD panel, SMT, COB, TAB, COG, TFT, LCD
Module, Embedded solution, projective

capacitive touch panel.

STN + FSTN LCD Modules,
customised LCD Glass and Modules, TFT.

The worldwide leading LCD supplier of
medium and small size, standard,
custom and semi-custom of TFT,
STN, FSTN, TN and HTN

Reflective Cholesteric LC-Displays
and Customized Display Solutions.

STN + FSTN LCD Moduls
Customized LCD Glass
and Moduls, TFT, CTP

Best-in-class
projected capacitive PCI

and PCAP total touch solutions.

Developer and designer of flat helix winding
coils and TX & RX modules for wireless power
chargers. Thought leader in modern magnetic,

audio and crossover network industry

Discrete Semiconductors

A technology-leading IC designer. Specialised
in design and development of

green chips - High Speed Super Low
Power SRAM and LED driver Ics.

A worldwide fabless manufacturer
of legacy memory products that are pin

for pin drop-in replacements
for SRAM and DRAM ICs.

One of the most recognized
and experienced manufacturers of
frequency management products

in the world.

A recognized world leading
designer and manufacturer innovative
electromagnetic components 

Industry leader is e-meters chipsets, wide
range an analog and power management ICs

for industrial, consumer, computing,
communication and LED driving devices.

GSM/GPRS, CDMA, UMTS,
LTE, WCDMA and EVDO modules,

short range RF

An industry leader in the
innovation of high-performance,
analog-intensive, mixed-signal ICs. 

The world's leading designer and
manufacturer for analog and mixed-signal
semiconductor products and inventor

highly integrated solutions.

Designs and manufactures advanced
electronic test and measurement equipment

and laboratory power supplies. 

A leading fusion splicer design and
manufaturer. Developing innovative splicing
products for the core network, the access
network and the enterprise LAN.*

The market leader in PC & embedded
Oscilloscopes - the modern alternative to
traditional benchtop oscilloscopes.

The Microwave Vision Group (MVG)
has developed a unique expertise in the
visualization of electromagnetic waves *

The embodiment of  boundary-scan
also offers test and programming solutions

The global Swiss company HUBER+SUHNER
develops and manufactures components and
system solutions for electrical and optical
transportation of data and energy. *

Specialised in the development,
manufacture, sale and service

of electrical measuring instruments.*

Innovation based on flexibility, manageability
and efficient performance in real-world test

applications coupled with lowest
total cost per ownership.

A leading provider of next-generation test and
service assurance solutions for wireless and
wireline network operators and equipment
manufacturers in the global telecom industry.*

Providing leading edge lab bench solutions
for magnetic near-field measurements,

for both Printed Circuit Board
Engineers and Antenna Engineers.

The world’s leading provider of manual and
automated device programming systems for
Flash, Microcontroller and Logic devices

Manufacturer of Spectrum Analyzers,
Antennas, Signal Generators,
Probes & Shielding Materials

Near-Field Sensors

Keysight Handheld Products: Choose precision
with the constantly growing family of
handheld devices and portable test tools.

Keysight is the world's leading electronic
measurement company, transforming today's
measurement experience through innovation
in wireless, modular, and software solutions.*
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